of the possible statements of a boundary value problem for a system of equations of porous media is considered.
INTRODUCTION
Here C"(R,X) . 1s a class of the functions determined in area 0, with values in the Banach space X and k-time strongly continuously differentiated in 0, X is a Hilbert space which is the complexification of a real Hilbert space X' : X = X' $ ix', i2 = -1.
In [4, 5] , the solutions of the Cauchy problem for a system of equations of the elasticity theory in a half-plane with the help of the Carleman functions were obtained. In the given paper, one of the possible statements of the direct problem for a system of equations of elastic-deformed porous media in the half-plane II = {z E C1 1 Imz > 0} is proposed. The formula of this problem solution is obtained, using the method of applications of a solution of the Cauchy problem for the Laplace equation and the system of equations of the elasticity theory in a half-plane proposed in [5-71.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Let us consider a problem of the Cauchy type for the Dorovsky system of equations in the halfplane II: it is required to find the vector of displacement of an elastic porous body U E C3(II; R2)n C2@; R2) and the pore pressure P E C2(II) n Cl(l?) f rom the following expressions [8,9]: 
THE FORMULA OF THE SOLUTION
Let US exclude div V from (l), using the pore pressure definition (P = (K -~pp,) div Uc~ppl div V). After a simple transformation, we will obtain the Cauchy problem for the system of equations of the elasticity theory with respect to U: 
P (M= fPO(X), dP an = 0.
M The solution to the Cauchy problem 
